igo	WATER  TURBINES
Here both deflector and needle are regulated by the governor. The
connection is so arranged as to allow of a rapid movement of the deflector
on a reduction of load, followed by a slow movement of the needle closing
the nozzle. When in its final position, the deflector is tangential to the
reduced jet, ready for an immediate response to any fresh change of load.
One arrangement of this kind is shown in fig. 24.* The needle carries
a slotted extension G, and is forced to the right by a spring h, whose action
is retarded by the action of the oil dashpot c. If the load is reduced the
lever F is forced to the right by the servo-motor, deflecting the jet, while
the needle follows slowly until the slot is again in contact with the end of
the lever F, with the needle tangential to the jet. On an increase in load
the lever is forced to the left, and carries with it both the needle and
deflector. The valves j in the dashpot plunger allow free motion in this
direction.
Figr. 21 shows another method of obtaining the same result, as applied
to the units of the Arniberg Power Station. Here the governor has two
flyball systems acting on two levers A and B, with fulcrums at E and F.
The fulcrum E is carried by the bar G, which has one end connected to the
eccentric H, and the other to a rod J. The lever D is connected to a dashpot
k, and the levers c and D control the regulating valves L and M respec-
tively. The valve M controls the piston of the servo-motor R, which controls
the needle s. The valve L controls the piston N and the deflector P. For
a slow change of speed, levers c and D move in unison. The needle and
the deflector are moved simultaneously, the proportions being so fixed that
the deflector is brought finally into a position tangential to the jet. If the
change of load is rapid, however, the dashpot prevents the free motion of
the lever D. In consequence the deflector acts as before, but the action of
the jet is much slower. When the size of the jet has been reduced to that
corresponding to the reduced load, the deflector, through the agency of the
rods T and J and the lever G with the eccentric H, is again brought tangential
to the jet. The pipe line is 6850 ft. long, and varies in diameter from 18 to
24 in. Tests show that if 97 per cent of the full load is suddenly thrown on,
the initial diminution of pressure is n per cent and the speed variation 17
per cent. When 97 per cent of the full load is suddenly thrown off, the
initial increase of pressure is 5 per cent and the speed variation 5-5 per
cent.
Runaway Speeds.—If, when load is thrown off the turbine, a failure
of the governing mechanism or jamming of the gates causes the latter to
remain open, the speed will increase considerably, and the rotors of the
turbine and of the electric generators should be designed so as to be safe
under the maximum runaway speeds which may be attained.
In a Pelton wheel installation, the maximum possible peripheral speed
will be somewhat less than that of the jet owing to mechanical friction and
windage, and as the normal speed is slightly less than one-half that of the jet,
the runaway speed should be taken as twice the normal speed.
* By courtesy of Messrs. The English Electric Company, Ltd., London.

